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Seychelles Reopens for Tourism

Using the facial Travel Authorization (fTA) we have safely reopened our borders, and eliminated paperwork while offering a simple, swift and secure experience for all visitors.

Timeline

- MAR – AUG 2020
  Inbound tourist arrivals nearly at zero
- SEPT 2020
  Travizory system live and operational just 4 weeks after go-ahead
- MAR 25 2021
  Seychelles borders fully re-open
- MAR – MAY 2021
  Inbound tourist numbers rebounds to 50% of pre-COVID levels.

Tourism arrivals have since bounced back to 50% of pre-COVID levels.

→ https://seychelles.govtas.com/
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We implemented a new Visitor Management Platform to minimize risks

Seamless, contactless & paperless experience. A direct link between travelers and our destination

1. Scan passport
2. Take selfie
3. Declarations
4. Scan documents
5. Payment
6. Receive Travel Authorization/Visa

Airlines verify travelers in seconds with a mobile app
No more paper forms to fill:
- Landing card
- Custom card
- Health card

Immigration/Customs:
Enter country with face or barcode
Provide identity as a service: barcode or face is used for services where identity required:
- COVID-19 test
- Hotel check-in
- SIM card
- Car rental

Immigration:
Exit country with face or barcode
Traveler survey
Keep credentials for next trip
Reuse credentials with other countries

We implemented a new Visitor Management Platform to minimize risks

SOLUTION FOR GOVERNMENTS

One single platform to assess, vet, process and monitor travelers

The system uniquely combines real-time data from multiple sources to help the Seychelles government mitigate security and health risks
Data can be harvested to provide country intelligence
Real-time data: Interactive dashboards

Tailored Dashboards: bespoke to each ministry
Complete oversight: In country visitors

Real time data can slice and dice

Track-and-trace in country

Can get weekly or monthly reports and can sort per purpose of visit
(In this example: month = April; Purpose of Visit = pleasure + honeymoon)
Actionable data:
**Seychelles Travel Authorizations (TA) per week/day/hour**

- Can do any time interval and period

**Per day**

**Per hour**

---

**Actionable data: TA applications per origin country**

- Can do any time interval and period

**All origins per day**

**Per week**

[only top 10 countries]
Case study: TA applications from Russia

Per day

Per week

Global monitoring: Aircraft and PAX routes on any given day
Demographic breakdown: PAX per airline and stats on PAX age

Variety of BI reports can be generated from the rich data collected

We can create any report that we need if we do not have it yet
Contact us

Tom Marten | Managing Director Middle East & Indian Ocean
tom.marten@travizory.com | +248 282 30 42

Alan Renaud | Principal Secretary for Transport
a.renaud@gov.sc | +248 252 57 41

Travizory Border Security SA Seychelles
Abhaye Valabhji Building
Providence, Mahe, Seychelles
www.travizory.com